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Submitted by Chief Editor on Aug 16th 2013
ANSWER:
A1. Normally I don?t recommend applying for extensions of tourist or business visa unless
you have a very good reason for it. What happens is technically of course you can stay here
while the decision is pending, but no later than the duration you have asked for in the
extension application. Let?s say you asked for extension till September. You can stay here till
the decision is made, but no later than September. But what happens is when you go for
multiple entry visa stamping consulates do not like people getting extensions. Their concern is
that a tourist visa is supposed to be for brief visits. Why are you going there and staying for a
year, year and a half on tourist visa?
Also what happens is if you have stayed here too long and then when you want to come back
again at the airport (even if you have a visa or visa is not an issue) you can have a problem
because CBP (U.S. Customs and Border Protection) may not take too kindly to people who
return back very quickly. They don?t want to see a situation where a person is living in USA
and visiting their home country.
A2. If you don?t want to apply for his Green Card and he wants to leave to go to India I am not
sure what is good but if he leaves early it might be easy to come back and also get further
visas. This is a difficult decision to make.
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Unless the context shows otherwise, all answers here were provided by Rajiv [4]
and were compiled and reported by our editorial team from comments and blog on
immigration.com [5]
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